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-Mary Oliver
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When you think over the experiences that have 
shaped you, whether seeming at the time good or 
bad, the starts and stops, and in all find the one 
common strand that propelled you forward then 

you’re near the path for which you’re
divinely fashioned.
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We all want life to make sense and for most of 
the time, at least outside of tragedy or crisis, 

it does. It’s not difficult; we’re taught and influ-
enced and from these form desires and ambi-
tions that become our pursuits. For some it’s 

good enough. For some others it isn’t. If you’re 
asking “What does it mean?” or “What’s next?” 

the guides and worksheets in this book are 
given as tools of discovery. A discovery of how 

the threads of our experiences can become the 
tapestry of our life and calling.

 Taking this journey will not change you but it 
may affirm your choices or feelings. When you 

think over the experiences that have shaped 
you, whether seeming at the time good or bad, 

the starts and stops, and in all find the one 
common strand that propelled you forward 

then you’re near the path for which your divine-
ly fashioned.

Are you 
asking, 
“What does 
it mean” or 
“What’s 
next?” 
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Hi, my 
name is 
Will

This work is in many ways a reflection of my journey and 
given in the hope that through it you will better see the path 
of your own. It is not an assessment or profile but ways of 
thinking about your life. When you’re ready I invite you to join 
me in discovering what it is that “your one wild and precious 
life” is calling you to fulfill.

A note about the worksheets: Completing them is a process 
meant and designed to be deliberate while providing space 
for you to reflect often and deeply. Think of your time here as 
a marathon and not a sprint. Go at your own pace, stopping  
then returning as you need. Ready? Just turn the page.

Blessings,

Rev. Will Salyards PhD
March 2016

Copyright © 2016 Will Salyards. All rights reserved.



The journey begins with remembering the  
affirmations said about and to you. These 

may or may not be in areas where you’ve 
worked or committed significant activity 
but in each statment was the possibil-
ity of something bigger, greater, or even 
more meaningful than what you were 
doing at the time.

 Take some time and remember the bless-
ings and voices of those who witnessed 

your potential .

EXAMPLE:
“You lead your team very well. Have you ever consid-
ered upper management?”

EXAMPLE:
Leader, management, manager

 Write the statements.   Now write the keywords from each statement.

 Is there more? Don’t stop but continue on a 
separate sheet of paper.

1
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Now review the experiences within your life; where you’ve been and where 
you are.2

EXAMPLE:
2010-2014
28-32

ABC Corp. Formed and suc-
cessfuly led teams. 
Was “go to” for tough 
problems.

I enjoyed gathering 
people for a common 
purpose and achieving 
a goal together.

More confident in my 
ability to lead.

 The Date Range and My 
Age

   Organization, Title or 
Position, Educational 

Achievement, Significant 
Life Experience

 What I Did
 (Not the job assignments 

but what you accom-
plished)

 What I Learned 
about Myself

 Changes in My Life While 
Here and/or as A Result 

of Being Here. What 
Changed in You?

 Is there more? Don’t stop but continue on a 
separate sheet of paper.
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Where are 
You Seeing 
Alignment?



Where are you seeing alignment? In the spaces below write the “keywords” 
from page 5 and the answers to “Changes in My Life...” from page 6. When 
you’re finished, align the keywords with the changes that match by drawing 
lines between them. You may have multiple matches.3

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

My Keywords-Affirmations of Potential

EXAMPLE: Leader

The Changes in My Life-Your Growth into Potential

Confidence in my ability to lead

7
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Who
we are
How we

Experience Life
Matters

and

SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

You’re ready to think about your unique Shape. Reflect upon the keywords (the affirma-
tions of your potential) and changes in your life (your growth into your potential). Next, 
write at least three sentences that begin with the word “To” and describe the possible 
result of these influences. It isn’t necessary that what you write be related to your present 
activity.

EXAMPLE:  To create community and lead people to a common objective.

1.            

            

2.            

            

3.            
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5Let’s take a step further. Ready? Think about what you 
do well in the areas of Talents, Knowledge, and Skills. 

Talents are natural abilities, Knowledge is innate know-
ing, and Skills are learned abilities. As you do, record in 

the other column the activity you most associate with 
each. You may use the same activity more than once.  
It may be different for you think in these terms so give 

yourself some time. 

Talent-Natural Ability Associated Activity

 EXAMPLE: Leadership Influence

1.

2.

3.

 Knowledge-Innate Knowing  Associated Activity

 EXAMPLE: Intuition Listening

1.

2.

3.

 Skills-Learned Abilities  Associated Activity

 EXAMPLE: Coaching Counsel

1.

2.

3.
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SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

What 
You Do 
Well
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SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

6

Talent-Natural Ability Associated Activity

 EXAMPLE: Leadership Influence

1.

 Knowledge-Innate Knowing  Associated Activity

 EXAMPLE: Intuition Listening

1.

 Skills-Learned Abilities  Associated Activity

 EXAMPLE: Coaching Counsel

1.

 You’re now at step 6 of 13. Don’t 
stop, it takes time and thought to 
understand your life. Of what you 

have just named and in the catego-
ries of Talent, Knowledge, and Skill, 

write what is your first preferred 
response in each. A first response 

is your go-to response and used in 
most situations.



SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

7
11

Place your first preferred responses into the Venn 
diagram by category of Talent, Knowledge, and 

Skills. Then taking these into account, in the center 
section write a description of work that replenishes 

you. You may or may not be doing this now but it is 
work for which you’re suited.

Knowledge
Innate Knowing

Talent
Natural Ability

Skills
Learned Abilities
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SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

8

You’re doing great, really! Now from 
the full list on page 10 of “what you 
do well,” write your second pre-
ferred response and its actvity in 
each category.

Talent-Natural Ability Associated Activity

2.

 Knowledge-Innate Knowing  Associated Activity

2.

 Skills-Learned Abilities  Associated Activity

2.



9Knowledge
Innate Knowing

Talent
Natural Ability

Skills
Learned AbilitiesSHAPE

D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

This is your second Venn diagram. Using it will help 
harmonize the thoughts you’ve worked to produce. 
Ready? Great. Now please place your second 
preferred responses into the Venn diagram by cat-
egory of Talent, Knowledge, and Skills. Then taking 
these into account, in the center section write a 
description of work for which you’re suited but that 
may or may not be replenishing. 

13
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SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

10

Earlier on page 9 you wrote three 
sentences. Please enter them here 

and include the activities you as-
sociated with each statement. Only 

four more steps to go.  
Stay strong! 

Sentence 1 from Page 9 Associated Activity

2.

Sentence 2 from Page 9  Associated Activity

2.

Sentece 3 from Page 9  Associated Activity

2.



SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

Shape Activities

Second PreferredFirst Preferred

15

11

Okay, you’ve done this before. Below under “First Preferred” and 
“Second Preferred responses” write their descriptions. This is 
what you wrote in the centers of the diagrams on pages 12 and 
14. Under “Shape Activities” in the bottom of this diagram, enter 
the activities from page 10. Taking all into consideration and in 
the center of this diagram write a combined description. This is 
work that your life experiences and desire has uniquely prepared 
you to do. 
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SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  Y O U R

12

You now have three written descriptions 
in the centers of the diagrams on pages 
12, 14, and 16. Please write them in the 
spaces below then in the adjacent col-
umn and from the activities you have al-
ready defined list the activity(s) you most 
associate with each description.

Description 1 from Page 12 Associated Activity

1. Work for which you’re suited and that replenishes you

Description 2 from Page 14  Associated Activity

2. Work for which you’re suited but doesn’t replenish 
you

Description 3 from Page 16  Associated Activity

3. Work for which you’re uniquely prepared

You are approaching what your one wiild 
and precious life is calling you to do.
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SHAPE
D I S C O V E R I N G  YO U R  U N I Q U E

Now taking into account what you wrote on the last page, combine the work that replenishes you, 
work that doesn’t replenish you, and work for which you’re uniquely prepared, along with the ac-
tivities of each, into a description. To help clarify your thoughts circle the main points. This is very 
likely work that your life is calling you to engage.
               
               
               
               
               
               
              

Ready? Let’s Make it Real!
Just turn the page...
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14First
Keeping in mind what you have discerned and consider-
ing your desires, describe your dream work. Go ahead, you 
have permission to dream so dream big! This is the stuff 
you really want to do and that your life has uniquely shaped 
you to accomplish. Listen to your life; it’s calling.

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
 

Next
Ask, “Who are in my networks that can help me do what I 
am shaped to do?” Linda Hill described three we all use. 

• Operational Network: the people you need and rely upon 
to help you accomplish your daily tasks.

• Strategic Network: the people who can and will inform 
you of what is happening around you and that can help 
you take advantage of opportunities.

• Developmental Network: the people who can and will 
help you grow and develop by providing access to coun-
sel and new work experiences.

Who you know determines what you get to do. What 
you get to do determines what you know. Linda Hill

Make it Real!

Want to talk about it? A life coach could be a good place to start. 
willsalyards.com 


